Target group: Primary aged children who have been permanently excluded from a mainstream Primary School.
How to access: INSPIRE is informed by the local authority when a child is permanently excluded and we are
directed to arrange their educational provision.
Cost involved: LA funded.
Provision: Children will access the INSPIRE Plus class and be assessed through the Boxall Profile, Emotional
Literacy Questionnaire, an EP assessment (if appropriate) and various other assessments. Children will complete
academic tasks and work based on emotional/personal development. An agreed reintegration package will be
put in place (including a report and meeting) when a child is allocated their next school placement. The Plus
Class is not a permanent placement and every child comes to us with an exit plan.

Provision Hierarchy
(Amended version January 2017)
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Shining Stars
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Target group: Primary aged children who are at risk of permanent exclusion from a mainstream
Primary School. Shining Stars is aged restricted from Reception to Year 2; Stepping Stones is not.
How to access: INSPIRE is directed by the Local Authority to offer a placement.
Cost involved: LA funded.
Provision: The provision is very similar to the Plus Class, however both Shining Stars and Stepping
Stones are more age appropriate for the cohort of children attending the classes. We complete the
same assessments as the Plus Class and will follow our curriculum. Children will attend on a fixed
term basis and will be supported during their transition to their next school setting.

Stepping Stones
Class

INSPIRE
Intervention Provision
INSPIRE Panel: Intervention Class referral forms are available through the
admissions office. A group of professionals discuss each case to allocate
Intervention Class places. If successful, a child will attend the centre on a six
week placement (costs involved). If unsuccessful, then an update will be sent
back to the referring school with recommendations. The Panel also discusses
updates of children accessing our other classes and keeps a close link with the
LA.

Target group: Primary aged children who are experiencing additional difficulty in
school.
How to access: A referral form is available through admissions. The referral will then
go to the INSPIRE Panel to be discussed and places will be allocated.
Cost involved: Please enquire for details. Individual schools fund a place.
Provision: This provision is similar to the Prevention Class, but on a longer term basis.
This placement is a SIX week programme. Reintegration support is available for the
receiving school within the six weeks. As part of the plan, the child will attend the
referring school once a week with INSPIRE support (1 hour supported) and attend
INSPIRE the remaining days. Someone from the school will also be expected to visit the
child at INSPIRE to aid in a successful transition.

INSPIRE
Prevention Provision
INSPIRE Consultation: Schools in need of guidance about a child can contact the INSPIRE office on a
consultation basis. INSPIRE can then provide recommendations and advice if appropriate.

Target group: Primary aged children experiencing difficulties in school.
How to access: Any primary school within a reasonable distance of the
centre can sign up to INSPIRE Prevention class SLA and can make a
referral.
Cost involved: Please enquire for details. Individual schools fund places.
Provision: Children will access the Prevention class and complete
Literacy, Numeracy and Personal Skills. INSPIRE will conduct an initial
and reintegration meeting with parents and with school. INSPIRE will also
provide a report of the placement, concerns and recommendations. There
will also be some reintegration support available proportionate to the
number of days referred. Any one placement can last a maximum of 10
days.

